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▶ Marine binoculars and accessories
Autofocus binoculars 7x50
Outer rubber coating; includes neckstrap and case.

Binoculars

Code

26.748.00

Focusing

Prisms

Vision field
at 1000 m

Floating neckstrap

automatic (minimum
distance of 12 m)

BK-7

115,3 m (6,6°)

26.762.00 OPTIONAL

Autofocus professional binoculars 7x50
100% watertight; anti-glare lens “Ruby-coating”; rubber coating, includes neckstrap and case.

Binoculars

Code

26.747.00

Focusing

Prisms

Floating neckstrap

automatic (minimum
distance of 12 m)

Vision field
at 1000 m

BK-7

116 m

26.762.00 OPTIONAL

Binoculars 7x50
100% watertight with external rubber coating; filled with nitrogen gas; anti-glare blue tinted lenses
"Ruby Coating"; includes neckstrap and case.
Binoculars

Code

26.750.00

Focusing

Prisms

entral or on
the eyepiece

Vision field
at 1000 m

Floating
neckstrap

BK-7

116 m

26.762.00 OPTIONAL

Professional binoculars 7x50
100% watertight; filled with nitrogen gas; high quality optical system; rubber coated; anti-glare
lenses “Ruby coating”, includes neckstrap and case.
Binoculars

Code

26.752.00

Focusing

Prisms

Floating shoulder strap

Automatic and ocular

BaK4

26.762.00 OPTIONAL
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Binoculars, plotting
Professional binoculars 7x50 fitted with compass
100% watertight; filled with nitrogen gas; fitted with bearing compass with light and a grid to
measure distance; high quality optical system; coated with rubber, supplied with neckstrap and case,
anti-glare lenses Ruby Coating.
Binoculars

Code

26.754.00

Focusing

Prisms

Floating shoulder strap

Automatic and ocular

BaK4

26.762.00 OPTIONAL

Binoculars ZOOM 10x30x50
Coated with rubber; joints a nautical field of Ø 50mm with zoom technology; fitted with quick operating
lever, which enables a zoom range from 10 to 30 enlargements; includes neckstrap and case.

Binoculars

Code

Focusing
central or on the eyepiece

26.751.00

Ø mm
50

Floating neckstrap
26.762.00 OPTIONAL

Binoculars floating shoulder strap
Made of rubber foam painted in bright colours that keeps the binoculars afloat so that it can be easily
located. With adjustable nylon straps.

Binoculars

Code

mm
500x55

26.762.00

Binoculars holder
Made of fast white polyethylene. Bulkhead mounting or on 22/25-mm Ø tube with clamp included in
the package.
Binoculars holders

Code

Description
Binoculars holder

26.740.00

mm
230x120x85

▶ Navigation instruments and inclinometer
Plexiglass rolling plotter
Fitted with sexagesimal graduation; simply and immediate use.
Course protractors

Code

Length mm
450

26.142.50

Plexiglass triangular protractor
Course protractors

Code

26.142.40

Description

Modell geeignet für die Kartenarbeit. Mit Griff, Doppelwinkelmesser integriert.

Goniometer
Circular transparent goniometer 360° made of plexiglass.
Course protractors

Code

26.142.30
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Parallel rule Integral Plotter
All fitted in just one device, the Bretone protractor and the Jean CRAS quick system protractor;
includes casing and instructions; suitable for measuring distances, adjust variations, transport a fixing
point, plot a coast route, bearing according to the compass graduation, etc...

Course protractors

Code

Length mm

26.142.85

350

Parallel ruler Micron
Made of transparent plexiglass; high accuracy, fine finish.
Code

Length cm
30
40
50

Course protractors

26.142.70
26.142.71
26.142.72

Navigation compasses
Hard mirror polished steel points; excellent finish, practical; supplied with plastic case holder.
Code

Chartwork

26.141.60
26.141.61
26.141.62

Type
short
long
to be used with just one hand

Length mm
145
177
177

E 26.141.60

Material
mirror polished brass
mirror polished brass
mirror polished brass

E

E

26.141.61

26.141.62

Genuine German WEREIN plotting dividers
Made of chromed brass; supplied with casing and tips protector.
Chartwork

Code

Type

26.142.60
26.142.61

Navigation instruments and inclinometer

Length mm

short
long

140
180

Scuola charting kit

Charting kit

Cheap version. It includes 2 square sets, dividers, Graphos pencil + eraser in
elegant case.

26.142.45 Supplied in a protective case.
The kit includes:
- 2 rulers 26.142.40;
- 1 compass 26.141.60;
- pencil and eraser.
Suitable for nautical schools, it can be customized with the school logo (minimum
quantity 50 pieces).

Charting

Code

closed mm
230x215

26.142.44

High precision double bubble inclinometer
Inclinometer

Code

26.700.86

Scales

30°- 0° - 30° + 5° - 0° - 5°

mm

100x80

Mounting
4 screws or with self adhesive
label provided

DAVIS MARK 15 SEXTANT plastic sextant
26.143.25 Having the same characteristics of professional sextants costing as little as one tenth.
Made of ultra-strong plastic, it is fitted with micrometric or fast vernier adjustment, mirrors with
sunshade, coloured filtering lens, etc. It comes in an elegant case.
Sextants
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